CORRIGENDUM

In continuation to this office letter of even number dated 22.09.2016 vide which draft rules for adoption of technical services rules for research/technical staff of ICFRE were submitted to the Ministry, following partial modifications are made in the said draft rules:-

1. The term “Sr. Technical Officer” appearing at fourth line of Point No.24 (iii) at Page No.79 is substituted by “Assistant Chief Technical Officer”.
2. The lines “once an employee is adjusted .......................... for direct recruitment for category-III” of Point No.M (iv) appearing on page 84 (last line) & 85 stands deleted.
3. The word “appendix XI” appearing in the last two lines of the Option form from promoted Scientists from technical cadre for change of Category at page No.86 is substituted by “appendix-XII”

(Vivek Khandekar)
Secretary, ICFRE

To,

The Secretary to the Government of India,
Ministry of Environment, Forests & Climate Change,
6th floor, ‘Jal’, Indira Paryavaran Bhawan,
Jorbagh Road,
New Delhi – 110003.

[Kind Attention : Under Secretary (FE Division), MoEF&CC, New Delhi]

Copy for information to :-

1. The DDG (Admin.), ICFRE and Chairman, Technical Service Rules of ICFRE
2. The Registrar, FRI and Member, Technical Service Rules of ICFRE.